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unfreedom is an urgent contemporary thriller about a society torn apart by political, religious, and
sexual turmoil. shifting between new york and new delhi, the film juxtaposes two powerful and

unflinching stories about religious fundamentalism and intolerance, one of which follows a muslim
terrorist attempting to silence a liberal muslim scholar, while the other is about a young woman who
defies her devout father and escapes an arranged marriage because she is secretly embroiled in a

taboo lesbian romance. in this searing portrait of the polarized world we live in, all four characters go
to their absolute limit-and beyond-in their struggle to defend their deeply-held and conflicting

viewpoints on freedom, faith, family and love. this film is titled 'unfreedom' because the duality of
love vs. faith vs. freedom - the bitter opposition of the diverse characters' wants and needs. the title

is inspired from a scene of director raj amit kumar in one of his short films titled 'chhapne ki
kahaniyan' (where is the grass?). during a shooting of the movie in delhi, the director watches the
local political backdrop with urbanites and the farmers' riots, which is symbolized by the issue of

'unfreedom' or lack of freedom that's surrounded them all in their day to day life. this film will remain
loyal to their dark tone and theme. this is the end game of all media /film makers and entertainment
industries. just like all the recent releases like "homecoming", "the jury", "the interview", "american
sniper", "the interview" and a lot many more.. "unfreedom" is going to be their end game and in all

probability their final screenplay work on their three year standard shooting schedule. we at mad did
our part and wrote a detailed description and now waiting for the day of release with a hope this

time the movie wins the best film prize. wishful thinking!. if you are reading this and not watching
the video, grab your popcorn, time to time and do watch, it will be good for your health and soul.
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